
COUNCIL OF DELEGATESPrague, 3 and. 5 October 1961
Item 5 of the Provisional AgendaNEW EMBLEM INDICATING CIVILIAN MEDICAL PERSONNEL (Memorandum of the Australian Red Cross Society)

A. PROPOSED RULES FOR RECOGNITION1. A Conference ofi) World Medical Associationiij ICRCiii) International Committee of Military Medicine and Pharmacyhas produced the following suggested Rules to govern the. Care of Sick and Wounded, particularly in time of War. They are submitted to the Board of Governors of the LRCS on the initiative of the ARCSa) Under all circumstances, every person, military or civilian, must receive promptly the care he needs without consideration of sex, race, nationality, religion, political affiliation or any other similar criterion,b) Any procedure detrimental to the health, physical or mental integrity of a human'being is forbidden unless therapeutically justifiable.c) In emergencies, doctors and associated medical personnel are required to render immediate service to the best of their ability. No distinction shall be made between patients except where justified by medical urgency. Services may be refused if other doctors are rendering their services.d) The members of medical and auxiliary professions must be granted the protection.needed to carry out their professional activities freely. The assistance necessary will be given to them in fulfilling their responsibilities. Free passage will be granted whenever the'ir assistance is required. They will be afforded complete professional independence.e) The fulfilment of medical duties and responsibilities shall in no circumstances be considered an offence. The doctor can never be prosecuted for observing professional secrecy.



2f) In fulfilling their professional duties the medicaland auxiliary professions will be identified by the distinctive emblem of a red serpent and staff on a white field. The use of this emblem is governed by special regulation.NOTE. The Rules are intended to’guarantee that the wounded and sick receive proper care and attention in all circumstances and proposed protection to be afforded to medical personnel is based on the need to ensure the protection of the wounded and sick'. (See letter to National Societies by Chairman of ICRC of February 6th 1959)B. ACTION REQUIRED1. Recognition of these Rules would require action byi) The Medical Profession in each country. The World Medical Association does not exist in all countries, whereas Red Cross has close links with the medical profession everywhere.ii) Governments. To make these Rules acceptable some form of Diplomatic Conference will be necessary, and it is suggested that an International Red Cross Conference would provide a ready-made opportunity for Governments to express their views on such a proposal.C. SUBMISSIONS BY AUSTRALIAN RED CROSS1, The Australian Red Cross Society seeks a recommendation from the Board of Governors to the Standing Commission of the Red Cross that this matter should be placed on the agenda for the International Red Cross Conference in 1965.2, If this is forthcoming then it will suggest that the Standing Commission should appoint an expert Committee of Lawyers and Medical men to make recommendations to the 1965 Conference as to suitable machinery for implementing the above Rules,NOTE, To date no such machinery has been suggested by the originators of the proposal though it is understood that Mr. Maester of the World Medical Association is at present engaged in drawing up a Code for the Rules and the proposed'Committee should take full cognizance of his work.
D. REASONS FOR SUBMISSION1. Because the only protection at present afforded to civilianmedical personnel is in cases of "Armed Conflict" under the 4th Geneva Convention.



- 3 -2. Under the 4th Convention protection of Medical Personneleven in a state of "Armed Conflict" only extends to "Occupied Territory or Zones of Military Operations", The present ICRC-LRCS operation in the Congo has revealed the difficulties which ensue as a result of the lack of precise definition of the term "Armed Conflict" though the reasons put forward by the Diplomatic Conference of 1949 for not attempting such a definition are appreciated.5. The 4th Convention protects "medical personnel solely andregularly engaged in the operation and administration of civilian hospitals". Obviously this does not include Honorary or part-time medical officers who, at present, would be protected only when engaged in activities specifically controlled by their hospitals, The proposed new emblem would afford them complete protection at all times when engaged in the care of the sick and wounded.4. Action by a world-wide organisation is obviously needed.Although Red Cross is not the only such organisation the aims of the proposed Rules are so closely allied to its basic principles that it'is incumbent on Red Cross to do what it can to promote their acceptance.E. COMMENTS ON PROPOSED RUDES1. In the proposed Rules as submitted by the originating body there is need for precise definition of what constitutes "associated medical personnel" and "medical and auxiliary professions" as stated in Rules (c) and (d) respectively.2. The objection may be raised, as it has been already by the Australian Government, that the introduction of the proposed emblem may lessen the respect and protection afforded by the Red Cross emblem under the Geneva Conventions of 1949. In this regard we refer to the "Remarks and Proposals" submitted by the ICRC to the Diplomatic Conference of 1949 as follows; "If a protective emblem for all civilian medical personnel is still desired, it would be better to examine the possibility of using a special device entirely distinct from the Red Cross emblem".3. The Australian Government has'queried whether the proposed emblem is distinctive enough for the purpose. This point also should receive consideration by the proposed Expert Committee, especially if it is tobe effectively used by the medical profession at all times and so become readily recognisable by the general public of all countries.
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